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The 2nd International Conference on Addiction and Rehabilitation” which is going to be held during August 26-27, 2020, Chicago, USA. Addiction Science 2020 has been designed in an interdisciplinary manner with a large number of tracks to choose from every segment and provides you with a unique chance to meet up with peers from both business and academia and establish a scientific network between them. We cordially invite all concerned people to come to be a part of us at our event and make it successful by your participation.

At PULSUS Group, it is our ideology to bring maximum exposure to our attendees, thus we confirm the event is a mix that covers professionals like students, Students, Delegates, Researchers, Doctors, Scientists, Professors, attention Industries, Psychiatrists from domain & trade creating the Addiction Science 2020 conference an ideal platform.

The conference are going to be organized around the Theme "A guidance at the Addiction and the recovery science” Our goal is to deliver an excellent program that covers the whole spectrum of analysis & innovations in Addiction Science and medication care and share the social experiences of varied treatment procedures. Addiction Science 2020 is an annual meeting of Addiction Science and medication also as committees to debate the longer term of the white plague connected disorders in terms of collaboration, structures and structure development.

Best Key Note Speaker Addiction Science 2020

This award is identified for high-quality Keynote speakers who will present their projects, strategies, and schemes that have been implemented to enhance long-term excellence in Medical. if you were tested as keynote presenter from the software manager, you can nominate anyone deserving of the award through online.

Eligibility

Our conference would like to provide the excellent platform to increase your network through sharing your research knowledge at the stage. Presentation includes 40-45 minutes of oral speak on the scientific research subjects primarily based on the theme of the convention alongside with 5 minutes panel discussions.

Outstanding Speaker in Addiction Science 2020

Speaker Competition is equipped at Pulsus Conferences, to motivate the Doctors, researchers, graduates, to present their unique research which will be later published in the Pulsus Journals. All generic abstracts will be at the Speaker sessions for the duration of the conference. Pulsus Journals objectives at placing a platform for all the budding scientists and researchers to existing their real-time work and share their views and components associated to the theme of the conference.

Eligibility

1. This competition is open to all Doctors, researchers, graduates(Graduates, Post Graduates and Research Scholars above the age of 30).
2. The convention gives Scholar Level Award for the upcoming scientists, researchers and specialists having 10+ years research experience in the area of Medical. Our conference would like to supply high-quality platform to increase your network with the aid of sharing your research understanding at stage. Presentation includes 25-30 minutes of oral speak on the scientific research topics based totally on the theme of the convention along with 5 minutes panel discussions.
3. The abstract submission deadline for Speaker competition will be closed one month earlier than the convention date (this is subject to change), hence all are requested to publish their abstracts properly in advance.
Awards 2020


1) The Young Researchers Forum provides younger analysers the chance to fulfill and discuss research subjects and methodologies, share and strengthen ideas, study from every different and attain knowledge from senior researchers.

2) Young Researcher Sessions are organized at the Addiction Research and Therapy to grant a special platform for Young Researchers/Investigators for imparting state-of-the-art research projects with an in-depth analysis.

3) Pulsus Conference cordially invites Young Researchers from Universities/Institutes/Industries to current a brief oral presentation throughout the forum.

4) These oral presentations should be of 10 minutes period in associated scientific track observed by 5 minutes question hour. Therefore, presenters are stimulated to supply complete and dynamic talks.

5) Applications are designated supported past analysis productivity and future promise.

Best Poster Award Addiction Science 2020.

Student Poster Competition is equipped at Pulsus Conferences, to encourage students and current graduates to current their original research which will be later posted in the Pulsus Conference Journals. All standard abstracts will be presented at the poster periods throughout the conference. Pulsus Conference targets at setting a platform for all the budding scientists and researchers to existing their real-time work and share their views and components associated to the theme of the conference.

Eligibility

1. This competition is open to all college students (Graduates, Post Graduates and Research Scholars not above the age of 35).

2. Presenters who do now not want to participate or those who are not eligible for the opposition are additionally welcome to existing their poster at the conference.

3. The abstract submission closing date for poster competition will be closed one month earlier than the convention date (this is challenge to change), therefore all are requested to submit their abstracts well in advance.

Expert Level (Scientific Service Achievement Award).

The award to the professionals who have made high-quality contributions to advancing in Medical. It is the most prestigious award of the complete conference and is tagged as scientific provider Achievement award. The eligibility criteria for reaching this award is that one ought to have minimum of 20+ years of experience in the relative discipline in public or personal sector. The receiver of this award have a devoted fascination and have to take initiative in researching the recent developments and traits closer to the related subjects. You can nominate deserving of the award thru online.

Professional Level (The Research Contribution Award).

The Award for professional or academic lookup undertaking obtained in Medical research field in the public or personal sector for experts having research expertise at 10+ years in the subject of Medical with most relevant accomplishments. Part-time research experience would be counted as pro-rata. It is calculated beginning from the date when you received the (first) degree entitling you to embark on a doctorate (either in the country in which the degree used to be got or in the country in which the researcher is recruited), even if a doctorate was by no means started or envisaged. You can nominate deserving of the award through online.

Women Scientist (The Women of Science Award)

Our Conference gives a unique platform for female scientists for providing today’s lookup initiatives with an in-depth analysis. We cordially invite female pupils and scientists from Universities/Industries to who have 10+ years of research experience to be a part of the forum. We are pleased to motivate our girls scientist’s participants participants through look up awards and provide help for female scholars in profession development and research preparation through our collaborations. Women Scientist can nominate deserving of the award via online.
Scholar Level (The Upcoming Researcher Award)

The convention offers Scholar Level Award for the upcoming scientists, researchers and experts having 10+ years research experience in the area of Medical. Our conference would like to grant fantastic platform to make bigger your community with the aid of sharing your research expertise at stage. Presentation consists of 25-30 minutes of oral speak on the scientific research matters based on the theme of the conference alongside with 5 minutes panel discussions. You can nominate deserving of the award through online.